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On the Existence of Indiscernible Trees
Kota Takeuchiyand Akito Tsuboiz
Abstract
We introduce several concepts concerning the indiscernibility of trees.
A tree is by denition an ordered set (O;<) such that, for any a 2 O, the
initial segment fb 2 O : b < ag determined by a is a linearly ordered set.
A typical example of a tree is the set !<! of nite !-sequences with the
order relation <ini, where  <ini  means that  is a proper initial segment
of . In this paper, we consider some structure M in the language L and
are interested in sets A of the form (a)2O, where O is a tree, and a
labeled by  is an element in M . Such a set A is also called a tree in this
paper. We study the indiscernibility of trees A in general settings and
apply the obtained results to the study of unstable theories.
Key Words: Indiscernible sequence, Indiscernible tree, Simplicity, Tree Prop-
erty, Lowness.
1 Introduction
In model theory, the study of indiscernible sequences is very important. These
sequences are used for constructing models, and are also used for analyzing a
given model. Fortunately, there is an almost unique denition of the indiscerni-
bility of a sequence. However, dierent denitions of the indiscernibility of a set
labeled by a tree are used for dierent purpose.
Roughly speaking, A = (a)2O is called an indiscernible tree if whenever X
and Y are subsets of O having a similar shape (as ordered sets), then the two
sets (a)2X and (a)2Y have the same L-type. Depending on the denition of
similarity, we have a number of dierent denitions of indiscernibility. Among
such, Shelah's tree indiscernibility is of particular importance. He thinks of
a tree O = <! (and its subtree) as a structure with the predicates Pn =
f 2 O : len() = ng (n 2 !), the lexicographic order, the order of being an
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initial segment and the binary meet operator (giving the longest common initial
segment). He denes his similarity (X  Y ) by atp(X) = atp(Y ) (X and Y
have the same atomic type in this language). In this setting, the following is
one of the most important existence results:
Fact. Let m;n 2 !. Let O = n and f be a function from Om to . If
the cardinal  is large enough (compared with ), then we have an innitely
branching subtree O0 of the same height such that any two similar sets (ordered
properly) of cardinality m have the same f -value. (See Fact 9 and [8, p. 662].)
One can use this fact to prove the existence of indiscernible trees satisfying
some prescribed condition expressed by L-formulas. In the present paper, the
indiscernibility in the sense of Shelah will be referred to as weak indiscernibil-
ity. By weakening Shelah's similarity relation, alternate versions of indiscerni-
bility (including strong indiscernibility) will be introduced. There are several
papers ([1],[4], [5], [6] and [7]) concerning tree indiscernibility; however, their
approaches are dierent from that in the present paper.
Let   =  ((x)2!<! ) denote a set of L-formulas with free variables from
(x)2!<! . We impose some homogeneity conditions on  . Among these condi-
tions are the weak subtree property, the subtree property and the strong subtree
property. It is known that if   has the weak subtree property, then there exists
a weakly indiscernible tree realizing  . This has been proven in [8], although not
stated explicitly. By assuming a stronger homogeneity condition, we prove the
existence of A j=   satisfying a stronger indiscernibility condition. Among other
results, we prove that if   has the strong subtree property then   is realized by
a strongly indiscernible tree.
If the theory T has the tree property (the negation of simplicity, see [9]), there
exists a formula '(x; y), k 2 ! and a set (a)2!<! such that (1) f'(x; ajn) : n 2
!g is consistent for each path  2 !! and (2) for each  2 !<!, f'(x; abhni :
n 2 !g is k-inconsistent. The condition for (a)2!<! to satisfy (1) and (2) can
be expressed by a set  ((x)2!<! ) of L-formulas. This particular   has the
weak subtree property, so it is realized by a weakly indiscernible tree. However,
in some cases, we want stronger indiscernibility when studying the tree property.
In x4, we discuss indiscernible trees where the labeling tree O  !<! is not
innitely branching. More precisely, we treat the case where every  2 O of even
length has exactly one child. Such trees are necessary for the study of simple
theories (and related theories), which are characterized by the non-existence of
a certain type of trees.
The nal section, x5, discusses applications. We apply the obtained results
to the study of unstable theories. First, for showing the usefulness of our results,
we give a proof of Shelah's result [8, p.146] concerning the tree property and the
number of independent partitions. We also investigate the relationship between
weak-TPk+1 and weak-TPk, which are concepts introduced in [6]. Finally, we
show a stronger version of the fact that there is no simple nonlow theory T such
that Dinp < ! (see Denition 35).
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2 Weakly Indiscernible Trees
First we explain some notations we use. Let S be a linearly ordered set. Recall
that an initial segment of S is a subset S0  S such that if s < t 2 S0 then
s 2 S0. The set of all functions  : S0 ! , with S0 a proper initial segment
of S, will be denoted by <S . <S becomes a tree by <ini, the order relation
of being an initial segment:  <ini  i  6=  and jdom() = . A function
 : S !  is called a path of <S . We are mainly interested in trees O of the
form < , where  and  are ordinals. The elements in O are usually denoted
by  or .
We work in the monster modelM of the xed complete theory T formulated
in the language L. O is not an object inM. The nite tuples ofM are denoted
by a; b; ::: . Small subsets of M are denoted by A, B; ::: . We are interested
in subsets of M whose elements are labeled by elements in some tree O. For
denoting nite sets of O, we useX, Y; ::: . We assume such a setX is enumerated
in <lex-increasing order, unless stated otherwise. L-formulas are denoted by
'; ; ::: . We simply write ' 2 L if ' is an L-formula.   always denote a set of
L-formulas (possibly with parameters from M). tp(a=A) is the complete type
of a over A. S(A) is the set of all complete types over A.
For simplicity, denitions below are given for O = !<!.
Denition 1. 1. Let Ls = f<ini; <lex;\; <len; (Pn)n2!g. We consider the
following structure on !<!: For ;  2 !<!,
(a)  <ini  ,  is a proper initial segment of ;
(b)  <lex  ,  is less than  in the lexicographic order;
(c)  \  = the longest common initial segment of  and ;
(d)  <len  , len() < len(), where len() is the length of the sequence
;
(e) Pn(), the length of  is n.
2. Let X;Y  !<! be two nite subsets. We say X is equivalent to Y in
Shelah's sense, written as X s Y , if X and Y have the same atomic type
with respect to Ls.
Denition 2. We say that A = (a)2!<! is a weakly indiscernible tree over
B if whenever X s Y then tp(aX=B) = tp(aY =B), where aX = (a)2X .
Denition 3. Let  be an injective map from dom()  !<! to !<!.
1. We say that  is an Ls-embedding if for every nite tuple X  dom()
we have X s (X).
2. For A = (a)2!<! , A is the set (b)2dom(), where b = a().
In what follows,  ((x)2!<! ) is a set of L-formulas with free variables
among x's (and possibly with parameters). If X  !<!,  jxX denotes the
set of formulas in   with free variables in xX .
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Remark 4. Let us consider !<! as an Ls-structure. Let X be a nite subset
of !<! with jXj = n. The condition X s Y is not sucient for us to have
an Ls-embedding sending X to Y , although their heights are denable using
Pn's. However, there is an Ls-formula X(y0; :::; yn 1) such that the following
conditions are equivalent:
1. There is an Ls-embedding  : !
<! ! !<! with (X) = Y ;
2. X(Y ) holds in !
<!.
Proof. For Y to satisfy the condition 1, it is necessary that X s Y . The
condition X s Y can be expressed by an Ls-formula (having the free vari-
ables y0; :::; yn 1). Now let us consider the case X = fhi; hi0i; hi1ig and
Y = fhi; hj0i; hj1ig. We assume X s Y . So, by symmetry, we can assume
i0 < i1 and j0 < j1 as integers. For such Y to satisfy 1, the following conditions
are necessary and sucient:
(a) i0  j0 2 !,
(b) i1   i0  j1   j0 2 !.
The condition (a) can be expressed by the formula hi0i lex hj0i. By putting
k = i1   i0, the condition (b) can be expressed by the formula
9x0; :::; xk [\xi's are immediate successors of hi"
^ hj0i = x0 <lex x1 <lex    <lex xk = hj1i]:
So, for this special case, we have shown the existence of a formula X giving
the equivalence of 1 and 2. The general case can be proven by the induction on
n = jXj.
In subsequent sections, we introduce other tree languages including L0 and
L1. L0 and L1 may be substituted for Ls in the above claim, and we retain an
equivalence of 1 and 2, by choosing an appropriate X(Y ).
Denition 5. We say that  ((x)2!<! ) has the weak subtree property if there
is a realization A = (a)2!<! such that if  : !<! ! !<! is an Ls-embedding
then A = (a())2!<! realizes  .
Lemma 6. Let  ((x)2!<! ) have the weak subtree property. Let  be an
innite cardinal. Then there is B = (c)2<! such that if  : !<! ! <! is
an Ls-embedding then B realizes  .
Proof. We can assume  is uncountable. Let A = (a)2!<! be a realization of  
witnessing the weak subtree property of  . LetM be a model containing A. We
prepare a new unary predicate symbol U with the interpretation UM = A. We
regard M as an (L[Ls [fUg)-structure. Now let N be a suciently saturated
(L [ Ls [ fUg)-elementary extension of M . We choose a subset B = (b)2<!
of UN such that, for any ;  2 <!,
1.  2 !<! ) b = a
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2. N j= Pn(b) () len() = n (n 2 !),
3. N j= b <ini b ()  <ini ,
4. N j= b <lex b ()  <lex ,
5. N j= b \ b = b\ .
The conditions 2-5 simply say that the mapping  7! b is an LS-embedding.
Using the weak subtree property, it can be easily seen that M has the following
property: For any \-closed nite X  !<! and '(xX) 2  ,
(*) if there is an Ls-embedding  : !
<! ! U sending X to Y , then '(bY )
holds.
Since N is an elementary extension and since the property (*) can be expressed
by an (L[Ls[fUg)-sentence (using X in Remark 4), the above property is true
even if Y is a subset of <!. Let  : !<! ! <! be an arbitrary Ls-embedding.
Then b(X) satises X . So b(X) satises '(xX) 2  . Hence B = (b())2!<!
realizes  .
Example 7. Let k 2 ! n f0; 1g. T is said to have the k-tree property, in short
k-TP (see [6]), if there is a formula '(y; x) and a set (a)2!<! such that (1)
f'(y; ajn) : n 2 !g is consistent for each path  2 !! and (2) for each  2 !<!
the set f'(y; abhni : n 2 !g is k-inconsistent. The condition for (a)2!<! to
satisfy (1) and (2) can be expressed by a set  ((x)2!<! ) of L-formulas. This
  has the weak subtree property.
Our goal of this section is the following theorem, which is implicit in [8].
Theorem 8. Let  ((x)2!<! ) be a set of L(B)-formulas. If   has the weak
subtree property, then   is realized by a weakly indiscernible tree over B.
The following fact (Theorem 2.6 of [8, p.662]) is essential, for proving the
theorem above.
Fact 9 (Shelah). Let O = <n be a tree, and f : Ok !  a k-palace function.
If  is suciently large (depending only on ), then there is an Ls-embedding
 : !<n ! <n such that f((X)) = f((Y )) for any k-tuples X;Y  !<n
with X s Y .
In the original statement in Theorem 2.6 of [8, p.662],  depends on n; k as
well as . So  can be written as n;k. However, by taking supn;k2!n;k, we
may assume that  depends only on .
Proof of Theorem 8. It is enough to show the following claim :
Claim A. For any n 2 !,  [n is consistent, where n = f (xX)$  (xY ) :
X;Y  !<n; X s Y and  2 L(B)g.
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Take any nite subset  of n. Let k be a number such that if  (xX) $
 (xY ) belongs to  then jXj = jY j  k. For  = 2jL(B)j, we choose a suciently
large  satisfying the condition mentioned in Fact 9. Then, by Lemma 6, we
can choose A = (a)2<! such that if  : !<! ! <! is an Ls-embedding then
A realizes  . Let f : (
<n)k ! Sk(B) be the function dened by
(1; :::; k) 7! tp(a1 ; :::; ak=B):
For this f , we apply Fact 9 and get an embedding  : !<n ! <n such that
f((X)) = f((Y )) for any k-tuples X;Y  !<n with X s Y . Then the set
A realizes  as well as  . So we have shown the nite satisability of   [n
and we are done.
Remark 10. 1. Let   = f'(x(X)) : '(xX) 2  ;  an Ls-embeddingg.
Then A realizes   if and only if A witnesses the weak subtree property
of  .
2. In [7], they dene the set EMs(A) = f'(xX) : M j= '(aY ) for all Y s
Xg of L-formulas and prove that for all A = (a) there is a weak in-
discernible tree (in our sense) realizing EMs(A) (see Remark 3.14 in [7]).
EMs(A) has the weak subtree property.
3 Indiscernible Trees and Strongly Indiscernible
Trees
Let L0 = f<lex; <ini;\g and L1 = L0 [ f<leng. The (0)-similarity 0 and the
(1)-similarity 1 are dened in a similar way to s.
Denition 11. Let i 2 f0; 1g. Let X;Y  !<! be two nite subsets. We say
X is (i)-similar to Y , in symbol X i Y , if X and Y have the same Li-atomic
type.
Denition 12. Let i 2 f0; 1g. We say that A = (a)2!<! is an (i)-
indiscernible tree over B if whenever X i Y then tp(aX=B) = tp(aY =B). The
(1)-indiscernibility is referred as the indiscernibility, and the (0)-indiscernibility
is referred as the strong indiscernibility.
Remark 13. 1. L0  L1  Ls.
2. If A is a strongly indiscernible tree then A is an indiscernible tree.
3. If A is an indiscernible tree, then A is a weakly indiscernible tree.
The notion of Li-embeddings is dened naturally.
Denition 14. Let i 2 f0; 1g. We say that  ((x)2!<! ) has the (i)-subtree
property, if there is a set A = (a)2!<! such that if  : !<! ! !<! is an Li-
embedding then the set A = (a())2X realizes  . The (1)-subtree property
is referred as the subtree property, and the (0)-subtree property is referred as
the strong subtree property.
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Notice that the condition X s Y for nite X and Y is equivalent to
X 1 Y and lev(X) = lev(Y ),
where lev(X) = flen() :  2 cl(X)g, and cl(X) is the \-closure of X. This
equivalence will be used in our proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 15. Let  ((x)2!<! ) be a set of L(B)-formulas. If  ((x)2!<! )
has the subtree property, then   is realized by an indiscernible tree over B.
Proof. For simplicity, we assume B = ;. So to prove this theorem it is sucient
to prove the following.
Claim A. Let X be a nite \-closed set and let '1(xX); :::; 'n(xX) be a nite
number of L-formulas. Let  = f'i(xY1)$ 'i(xY2) : i = 1; :::; n; Y1 1 Y2 1
Xg. Then   [ is consistent.
Since the subtree property implies the weak subtree property, by Theorem 8,
we have a weakly indiscernible tree A = (a)2!<! realizing  . Let k = jlev(X)j.
For each formula ' = 'i(xX), we can dene a mapping f' : [!]
k ! f0; 1g by:
f'(fn0; :::; nk 1g) = 1
if and only if '(aY ) holds for some (any) Y 1 X with lev(Y ) = fn0; :::; nk 1g.
By Ramsey's theorem, there is an innite set H  ! such that f' is constant
on [H]k. Let fhi : i 2 !g be the enumeration of H in increasing order. For a
sequence  = h(0); :::; (l   1)i 2 !<! of length l, we dene H() 2 !<! of
length hl by
H() = 0
h0b(0)h1 h0b(1)h2 h1b:::b(l   1)hl hl 1 ;
where xl denotes the l-time iteration of x. Then H : !
<! ! !<! is an L1-
embedding with lev(ran(H)) = H. So AH realizes  . Moreover, by our choice
of H, the set (b)2!<! := AH = (aH())2!<! is a '(xX)-indiscernible tree
in the following sense:
(*) Y1; Y2  !<!, X 1 Yi (i = 1; 2) ) j= '(bY1)$ '(bY2):
The above argument shows the consistency of   [.
Theorem 16. Let  ((x)2!<! ) be a set of L(B)-formulas. If  ((x)2!<! )
has the strong subtree property, then   is realized by a strongly indiscernible
tree over B.
Proof. We assume B = ;. By Theorem 15, we have an indiscernible tree realiz-
ing  . So, by compactness, there is an indiscernible tree A = (a)2!<!1 such
that if  : !<! ! !<!1 is an L1-embedding then A realizes  .
Claim A. For each n 2 !, there is an L0-embedding n : !<n ! !<!1 such
that if  <lex  2 dom(n) then len(n()) < len(n()).
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We prove the claim by induction on n. Let 0(hi) = hi and suppose that we
have dened n from !
<n to !<!1 such that if  <lex  then n() <len n().
Since the conality of !1 is > !, there is 0 < !1 such that the lengths of n()
( 2 dom(n)) are all less than 0. Now we dene n+1 by the equation
n+1(hiib) = hi; i; : : : i| {z }
0(i+1)
bn():
This denition implies that 0  (i+1)  len(n+1(hiib)) < 0  (i+2). So, in
particular, we have len(n+1(hiib) < len(n+1(hi0ib0), if i < i0. By induction
on the length of , we can prove
n+1(b) = n+1()bn+1 len()(); (*)
if b 2 dom(n+1). So, n+1 is an L0-embedding. Now we show that:
 <lex 
0 ) n+1() <len n+1(0): (**)
For proving the condition (**), let  =  \ 0. If  <ini 0 (i.e.  = ),
then clearly we have n+1() <len n+1(
0). So we can assume len() > 0,  =
bhiib0, 0 = bhi0ib00, and i < i0. By (), using the induction hypothesis,
we have
len(n+1()) = len(n+1()) + len(n+1 len()(hiib0))
< len(n+1()) + len(n+1 len()(hi0ib00))
= len(n+1(
0)):
Thus the condition (**) was shown, and n+1 has the required property. We
have shown the existence of n's for all n. (End of proof of Claim A)
To complete our proof of the theorem, it is enough to show the following
claim :
Claim B.  [ is consistent, where  = f'(xX)$ '(xY ) : X;Y  !<!; X 0
Y and ' 2 Lg.
Fix n 2 !, and let  : !<n ! !<!1 be the L0-embedding given in the
Claim A. Then A = (a())2!<n realizes  j(x)2!<n . Moreover, if X 0
Y  !<n then (X) 1 (Y ). So, A realizes (  [)j(x)2!<n because A is
an indiscernible tree. Finally, using a compactness argument, we can show that
  [ is nitely satisable.
Consider the language f<lex; <inig, which is weaker than L0. The following
example shows that we cannot hope to have a f<lex; <inig-version of Theorem
16.
Example 17. Let L = f<lex; <inig. We consider M = !<! as an L-structure.
Then, in T = ThL(M),
  = fx <ini x :  <ini  2 !<!g [ fx inix :  ini  2 !<!g[
[ fx <lex x :  <lex  2 !<!g
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has the subtree property with respect to L. Namely, if  : M ! M is an L-
preserving mapping, then (M) satises  . We claim that no realization of  
is an L-indiscernible. Let A = (a)2!<! be a realization of  . Let us consider
X = fh0; 0i; h0; 1i; h1; 1ig and Y = fh0; 0i; h1; 0i; h1; 1ig. Clearly X L Y .
However, since the meet operator \ is denable in T , aX and aY do not have
the same L-type. For instance, we have ah0;0i \ ah1;1i = ah0;1i \ ah1;1i and
ah0;0i \ ah1;1i 6= ah1;0i \ ah1;1i. Hence A is not f<lex; <inig-indiscernible.
4 Indiscernible Trees in Other Settings
r;r h0il
l
rh0; kir h0; k; 0il
l
rrH
HH
HH
l
l
r



Xy a family
Figure 1: A gure of O
In this section, we study dierent versions
of indiscernibility. Throughout this section,
we are mainly interested in O = f 2 !<! :
(2n) = 0 for all n 2 !g. If  2 O then it
has the form
 = h0; (1); 0; (3); 0; :::; (n  1)i;
where len() = n (see gure 1). Of course,
if  is of odd length (n   1 is even), then
(n   1) = 0. O is closed under taking the
operator \ (in !<!). So, we can impose an
Ls-structure on O as a substructure of !
<!.
We call a set fg [ f h^ni : n 2 !g  O
a family if  2 O has odd length. We need
to consider the family relation F (1; 2), the relation E() designating the even
length elements, and the family order 1 <F 2 on O dened by the following:
 F (1; 2) () 1 and 2 belong to the same family;
 E() () len() is even;
 1 <F 2 () len(1)  2n < len(2) for some n 2 !.
1 <F 2 means that the family of 1 is \older" than that of 2. We will write
1 =F 2 if 1 and 2 are the same \generation", i.e.,
1 6<F 2 and 2 6<F 1;
equivalently flen(1); len(2)g  f2n; 2n  1g for some n 2 ! r f0g.
Denition 18. The tree languages for O we will consider in this section are
 L0;F = L0 [ fF;Eg = f<ini; <lex;\g [ fF;Eg;
 L1;F = L1 [ fF;E;<F g = f<ini; <lex;\; <leng [ fF;E;<F g;
 Ls;F = Ls [ fF;Eg = f<ini; <lex;\; <len; (Pn)n2!g [ fF;Eg.
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For  2 fs; 0; 1g, the L;F -similarity (;F ) and the L;F -indiscernibility of
(a)2O are dened similarly as before.
Example 19. 1. X 1;F fb :  2 Xg, for any X  O and any  2 O of
even length.
2. h0i 60;F h0; ii.
3. h0i; h0; ii 60;F h0i; h0; i; 0; ji.
4. h0; ii; h0; j; 0; ki 60;F h0; i; 0; li; h0; j; 0; ki.
Denition 20. We say  ((x)2O) has Ls;F -subtree property if there is a re-
alization A j=   such that for every Ls;F -embedding  : O ! O the image A
realizes  .
Theorem 21. Suppose  ((x)2O) has the Ls;F -subtree property. Then   is
realized by an Ls;F -indiscernible tree.
Proof. Let A = (a)2O be a realization of   witnessing the Ls;F -subtree
property. For each  2 !<! of length l, let  2 O be the sequence
h0; (0); :::; 0; (l   1)i. We now dene a new tree. For  2 !<!, let
y := x  ; x ;
where   is the immediate predecessor of  in O. Then we regard   as a
set of formulas with free variables among y's. If we put b = a  ; a , then
B = (b)2!<! witnesses the Ls-subtree property of  ((y)2!<! ). So, there is
a weakly indiscernible tree B0 = (b0)2!<! realizing  ((y)2!<! ). By letting
a0  be the rst coordinate of b
0
 and letting a
0
 the second coordinate, we see
that (a0)2O is an Ls;F -indiscernible tree realizing  ((x)2O).
Denition 22. We say  ((x)2O) has Li;F -subtree property if there is a re-
alization A j=   such that for every Li;F -embedding  : O ! O the image A
realizes  .
Denition 23. Let H = fhi : i 2 !g  ! be an innite set of even numbers
enumerated in the increasing order. We dene a map H : O ! O by
H() =
8>>><>>>:
h0; :::; 0| {z }
h0+1
; (1); 0; :::; 0| {z }
h1 (h0+1)
; (3); :::; 0; :::; 0| {z }
hm 1 (hm 2+1)
i l is odd
h0; :::; 0| {z }
h0+1
; (1); 0; :::; 0| {z }
h1 (h0+1)
; (3); :::; 0; :::; 0| {z }
hm 1 (hm 2+1)
; (l   1)i l is even,
where l is the length of  and m is the integer part of l=2. (We stipulate
H(hi) = 0h0 and H(h0i) = 0h0+1.) We put OH = H(O).
For example, if H = f0; 4; 6; :::g, then H(h0; 1; 0i) = h0; 1; 0; 0; 0i 2
!5, H(h0; 1; 0; 2i) = h0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 2i 2 !6 and H(h0; 1; 0; 2; 0; 3i) =
h0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 2; 0; 3i 2 !8.
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Remark 24. 1. H is an L1;F -embedding.
2. If  2 OH then len() = h+ 1 or h+ 2 for some h 2 H. If H is the set of
all even numbers, then H is the identity mapping.
Theorem 25. Suppose  ((x)2O) has the L1;F -subtree property. Then   is
realized by an L1;F -indiscernible tree.
Proof. Choose an Ls;F -indiscernible tree A = (a)2O realizing  . For nite
X  O, let cl(X) be the \-closure of X. In the present proof, the level set
lev(X) of X is the set
fn 2 2N : n = len()  1 or len()  2 for some  2 cl(X)g:
Clearly lev(X) is a subset of H. We x a nite X.
Claim A. For any Y 1;F X with the same level set as X, and for any formula
'(xX), we have
j= '(aX)$ '(aY ):
It is enough to show that X s;F Y , because of Ls;F -tree indiscernibility.
Note that lev(X)  lev(Y ) if and only if for all  2 cl(X) there is  2 cl(Y )
such that  =F . Let cl(X) = f0; :::; k 1g 1;F f0; :::; k 1g = cl(Y ) and
i len i+1. Suppose X s;F Y is not the case. Then len(i) 6= len(i) for
some i < k. Let i0 be the minimum such i and assume len(i0) < len(i0),
by symmetry. By the (1; F )-similarity, more specically by the denition of
E, len(i0) and len(i0) have the same parity. So, we have i0 <F i0 . Since
lev(X) = lev(Y ), there is a j such that i0 =F j . Then, j must be less than i0
because len(j) < len(i0). By the minimality of i0, we have len(j) = len(j).
Therefore we get j =F i0 . This is contradictory to j <F i0 and X 1;F Y .
(End of Proof of Claim A)
So, for each '(xX) with jlev(X)j = k, we can dene a mapping f' : [!]k !
f0; 1g by:
f'(fn0; :::; nk 1g) = 1
if and only if '(aY ) holds for some (any) Y 1;F X with lev(Y ) =
f2n0; :::; 2nk 1g. By Ramsey's theorem, there is an innite set G  ! such
that f' is constant on [G]
k. In other words, the set fa :  2 O2Gg is a '(xX)-
indiscernible tree in the following sense:
(*) Y1; Y2  O2G, X 1;F Yi (i = 1; 2) ) j= '(aY1)$ '(aY2):
Notice that, for any H of even numbers, AH = (aH())2O realizes   and
AH is an Ls;F -indiscernible tree. By the previous argument, for each nite set
X  O and each formula '(xX), we can nd G  ! such that A2G becomes a
'-indiscernible tree. Hence, by compactness, we can nd D = (d)2O realizing
  such that, if X 1;F Y are subsets of O, then dX and dY have the same
L-type.
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By a similar argument as above plus the argument of Theorem 16, we can
also show the following theorem.
Theorem 26. Suppose  ((x)2O) has L0;F -subtree property.   is realized by
an L0;F -indiscernible tree.
Proof. It is sucient to construct an L0;F -embedding n : O \ !<n ! !<!1
such that  <lex  )  <len  if  and  belong to dierent families. But such
an embedding can be constructed in almost the same way as in Claim A of
Theorem 16.
Example 27. Suppose that T has the k-tree property witnessed by '. Let
 ((x)2!<! ) be the set in Example 7 expressing this k-tree property. Then  
does not have the subtree property (in general). So, we cannot expect to have an
indiscernible tree realizing  . However, the set  j(x)2O has the L0;F -subtree
property.
5 Some Applications
In this section, we will study the tree property and the number of independent
partitions.
5.1 Tree Property and Independent Partitions
As a demonstration, we give a proof of Theorem 7.11 in [8, p.146] using Theorem
26 of the last section.
Fact 28. T has k-TP if and only if T has 2-TP .
Proposition 29 (Shelah). Suppose that T has the tree property and let '(x; y)
be a formula witnessing the 2-TP . Then one of the following must hold:
1. There is a tree C = (c)2!<! and a formula  = '(x; y0)^:::^'(x; ym 1)
with the following properties:
(a) For each path  2 !!, f (x; cjn) : n 2 !g is consistent;
(b)  (x; c)^ (x; c) is inconsistent for any incomparable  and  2 !<!.
2. There are sets Ii = (bi;j)j2! (i 2 !) with the following properties:
(a) For each path  2 !!, f'(x; bi;(i)) : i 2 !g is consistent;
(b) For each i 2 !, f'(x; bi;j) : j 2 !g is 2-contradictory.
Proof. Let  ((x)2!<! ) be the set expressing the 2-TP witnessed by '. Let
OZ = f 2 !<Z : 8n 2 Z; (2n) = 0g;
O = f 2 !<! : 8n 2 !; (2n) = 0g;
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and  O =  j(y)2O. ( 2 !<Z means that  is a function from fk 2 Z :
k < mg to ! for some m 2 Z.) Clearly  O has the L0;F -subtree property.
So, by Theorem 26,  O is realized by an L0;F -
indiscernible tree, say A = (a)2O. By compactness,
we may assume that the elements in A are labeled by
!<Z. So we assumeA = (a)2OZ . For i 2 !, let i 2 OZ
be the function with dom(i) = fk 2 Z : k <  2ig de-
ned by i(k) = 0 for all k <  2i  1 and i( 2i  1) =
1(see Figure 2). Then there are two cases:
 For any set fi : i 2 !g of paths of O,S
i2!f'(x; aib(ijn)) : n 2 !g is consistent;
 There are paths i (i 2 !) of O such thatS
i2!f'(x; aib(ijn)) : n 2 !g is inconsistent.
First assume the rst case holds. Using i, we dene
bi;j by
bi;j = aibh0;ji:
Notice that, f'(x; bi;j) : j 2 !g is 2-contradictory. So,
by the case assumption, we see that the conditions 2(a)
and 2(b) are both satised.
rr
rr
rr
r 0AA
A
A




0X
Xy


r
1


r
2


r
Figure 2: i and i
Then we assume the second case. By compactness, there is a minimal nite
set K  ! such that f'(x; aib(ijn)) : i 2 K; n 2 !g is inconsistent. By the
condition of 2-TP , we have jKj  2. Using compactness again, there is an odd
number n0 2 ! such that f'(x; aib(ijn)) : i 2 K; n < n0g is inconsistent. By
the indiscernibility, we assume K = f0; 1; :::; k   1g. Let (x) be the formulaVf'(x; aibijn) : 2  i < k; n < n0g. Now we work inside the set dened by
(x). Let
 0(x; y0; :::; yn0 1) = '(x; y0) ^ ::: ^ '(x; yn0 1):
To simplify the notation, let Xi = fib(ij0); :::; ib(ijn0   1)g (i < 2). Then
f 0(x; aX0);  0(x; aX1)g is inconsistent. Now we consider a subtree with the
root 0. For i < n0 and for  = hm0; :::;ml 1i 2 !<!, put
 = 0bh0;m0ib0n0+1bh0;m1ib0n0+1b:::bh0;ml 1ib0n0+1;
X = f() k : k = 0; :::; n0   1g;
c = aX ;
where 0l denotes the l-th iteration of 0, and () k is the k-th predecessor of
. Notice that  is an element of OZ. Then, for any incomparable  and
0 2 !<!, there is no family to which  i and 0 j belong (i; j < n0). This
will be used in the proof of Claim B below.
Claim A. For each path  2 !!, f 0(x; cjn) : n 2 !g is consistent.
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Fix a path  2 !!. There is a path 0 of O such that cjn  fa0jm : m 2 !g
for every n 2 !. So, the claim follows from the minimality of K and the
inidiscernibility of A. (End of proof of Claim A.)
Claim B.  0(x; c) ^  0(x; c) is inconsistent for any incomparable  and  2
!<!.
Recall Xi = fib(ijn) : n < n0g (i = 0; 1). Let Y be the set of parameters
in . Then for any incomparable  and  2 !<! with  <lex ,
X ; X ; Y L0;F X0; X1; Y;
since any element in X and any element in X are not in the same fam-
ily. Then, by the L0;F -indiscernibility, for any incomparable pair ;  2 !<!,
f 0(x; c);  0(x; c)g is inconsistent (under (x)). (End of proof of Claim B.)
Claim A and Claim B show that  (x; y) =  0(x; y) ^ (x) satises the con-
ditions 1(a) and 1(b).
5.2 Weak TP1-trees
The following denitions are from [6].
Denition 30. Let k 2 ! r f0; 1g. T has k-TP1 if there is a formula '(x; y)
and parameters a ( 2 !<!) such that (1) for each path , f'(x; ajn) : n 2 !g
is consistent and (2) if f0; :::; k 1g is a pairwise <ini-incomparable subset of
!<! then f'(x; ai) : i < kg is inconsistent.
Denition 31. Let k 2 ! r f0; 1g. T has the weak k-TP1 if there is a formula
'(x; y) and parameters a ( 2 !<!) such that (1) for each path , f'(x; ajn) :
n 2 !g is consistent and (2) if f0; :::; k 1g is a pairwise <ini-incomparable
subset of !<! satisfying i \ j = i0 \ j0 for any i 6= j and i0 6= j0 then
f'(x; ai) : i < kg is inconsistent.
In [6], they say that 1; :::; k are distant siblings if the condition i \ j =
i0 \ j0 holds for any i < j and i0 < j0. If we use this term, the condition (2)
in Denition 31 is expressed as follows: if f0; :::; k 1g is a family of distant
siblings then f'(x; ai) : i < kg is inconsistent.
Remark 32. 1. Let  ((y)2!<! ) be the set expressing that '(x; y) wit-
nesses the weak k-TP1. Then   has the strong subtree property.
2. Suppose that A = (a)2!<! and '(x; y) witness the weak k-TP1. Let
 : !<! ! !<! be the mapping dened by (hi) = h0i and (bhii) =
()bhi; 0i, and let b = a()a()  . Then the new tree B = (b)2!<!
and '(x; y1) ^ '(x; y2) also witness the weak k-TP1.
For an arbitrary n 2 ! r f0g, we can dene n by n(bhii) =
n()bhiib0n. Then, by letting b = an()an()  : : : an() n and
 (x; y1; :::; yn+1) = '(x; y1)^:::^'(x; yn+1), the new tree (b)2!<! and  
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witness the weak k-TP1. This trick will be used in our proof of Proposition
33.
The equivalence of k-TP1 and 2-TP1 was proved in [6]. The following Propo-
sition in essence shows that the weak (k+1)-TP1 implies the weak k-TP1 unless
there are many (independent) weak (k + 1)-TP1 trees.
Proposition 33. Suppose that T has the weak (k + 1)-TP1, witnessed by the
formula '(x; y). Then one of the following holds:
1. T has the weak k-TP1, or
2. There are sets Ii = (bi;)2!<! (i 2 !) and a formula  = '(x; y1) ^ ::: ^
'(x; ym) with the following properties:
(a) For each i 2 !, f (x; bi;) :  2 !<!g witnesses the weak (k+1)-TP1;
(b) For each i 2 !, let paths i;0; :::; i;k 1 2 !! be given. ThenS
i2!f (x; bi;ij jn) : j < k; n 2 !g is consistent.
Proof. Let  ((y)2!<! ) be the set expressing that '(x; y) witnesses the weak
(k + 1)-TP1. By Theorem 16,   is realized by a strongly indiscernible tree.
Moreover, by compactness, there is a strongly indiscernible tree A = (a)2!<Z
such that (a)2!<! realizes  . For  2 !<Z, let  be the sequence dened by
(i) =
(
0 if i is even,
(j) if i = 2j + 1.
Then the mapping  :  7!  clearly preserves f<ini; <lexg-structure. Al-
though  does not preserve \, it has the following property
X 0 Y ) (X) 0 (Y ):
Let
B = (b)2!<Z = (a)2!<Z :
Then, by the property of  mentioned above, B is a strongly indiscernible tree.
Since  preserves the relation of being distant siblings, the L-formula '(x; y)
and parameters (b)2!<! also witness the weak (k + 1)-TP1. Then (b)2!<!
realizes  . Moreover, if X = h0i; h0; 0i; h0; 1i and Y = h0i; h0; 0; 0i; h0; 0; 1i then,
although X 60 Y , we have (X) 0 (Y ). From this observation, we see that
B has an additional property:
(*) Let  2 !<Z. For each i = 0; 1, let Xi be a family of distant siblings such
that  <ini Xi. Then tp(bbX0) = tp(bbX1).
(In the above, if Y is a set consisting of elements not bigger than  (in the
<ini-sense) then we also have tp(bY bX0) = tp(bY bX1).) For each i 2 !, let
i : fk 2 Z : k   ig ! ! be the sequence dened by
i(j) =
(
0 if j <  i
1 if j =  i:
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Using i, for each  2 !<!, let bi; = bib. Now, for each i 2 !, Hi will denote
a k-element subset of !!. Then there are two cases:
 For any such (Hi)i2!,
S
i2!f'(x; bi;jn) :  2 Hi n 2 !g is consistent, and
 There are (Hi)i2! such that
S
i2!f'(x; bi;jn) :  2 Hi n 2 !g is inconsis-
tent.
First assume the rst case holds. Then, by the tree indiscernibility of B, each
tree (bi;)2!<! realizes  . So, by the case assumption, we see that the condi-
tions 2(a) and 2(b) are both satised.
We assume the second case. By compactness, there is a minimal nite set
F  ! witnessing the second case. Then, by compactness again, choose minimal
nite subsets H 0i  Hi (i 2 F ) such that
S
i2F f'(x; bi;jn) :  2 H 0i; n 2 !g
is inconsistent. Without loss of generality, because of strong indiscernibility,
assume that there is i 2 F such that jH 0ij  2. (If every H 0i is a singleton, then
we replace 0 by 0\1, andH 00 byH 00[H 01, and the newH 00(i.e. H 00[H 01) has two
elements.) Since other cases can be treated similarly (by the tree indiscernibility
of B), we assume F = f0; 1; :::; lg and jH 00j  2. By the minimality of H 0i's, for
each path 0 2 H0, the set
f'(x; b0;0jn) : n 2 !g [
[
i2f1;:::;lg
f'(x; bi;jn) :  2 H 0i; n 2 !g
is consistent. Let X0  fjn :  2 H 00; n 2 !g and X1  fjn :  2 H 01 [
   [H 0l ; n 2 !g be minimal nite sets such that
S
i=0;1f'(x; bi;) :  2 Xig is
inconsistent. Let (x) =
V
2X1 '(x; b1;). We can always nd X
0
0  X0 and
 2 !<! with the following properties:
1. X 00 has at least two incomparable elements;
2. If ; 0 2 X 00 are incomparable,  =  \ 0;
3.  \ 0 <ini , for any  2 X 00 and 0 2 Y , where Y = X0 rX 00.
Let (x) be the formula
V
2Y '(x; b0;). Now we work inside the set dened by
(x)^ (x), and regard the parameters in  ^  as constants. Then f'(x; b0;) :
 2 X 00g is inconsistent. Applying a trick described in Remark 32 to the tree
above , we may assume thatX 00 is a set of distant siblings, by taking a new tree.
Then X 00 has at most k elements, since H0 has at most k paths. From this and
the condition (*), we see that any k-element set K  !<! consisting of distant
siblings, f'(x; b0;) :  2 Kg is inconsistent. Moreover, by the minimality of
H 0i's and by the tree indiscernibility, f'(x; b0;jn) : n 2 !g is consistent for each
path . This shows that T has the weak k-TP1, witnessed by '(x; y)^(x)^(x)
and the tree (b0;)2!<! .
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5.3 Lowness
The notion of lowness was dened by Buechler in [2]. Let (x) be a set of
formulas and '(x; y) a formula.
Denition 34. D((x); '(x; y))  0 if (x) is consistent. For a limit ordinal ,
D((x); '(x; y))   if D((x); '(x; y))   for all  < . D((x); '(x; y)) 
 + 1 if there is an indiscernible sequence fbi : i 2 !g over dom() such that
D((x) [ f'(x; bi)g; '(x; y))   (i 2 !), and f'(x; bi) : i 2 !g is inconsistent.
We say T is low if D(x = x; '(x; y)) < ! for any '.
Denition 35. Dinp((x); '(x; y)) is the minimum cardinal  for which there
is no matrix A = faij : (i; j) 2 !g such that (1) (x)[f'(x; ai(i)) : i < g is
consistent (8 2 !), and (2) for all i < , f'(x; aij) : j 2 !g is ki-inconsistent,
for some ki 2 !.
Casanovas and Kim [3] showed the existence of a supersimple nonlow the-
ory T . This T does not have innitely many mutually independent partitions.
However, there is a formula '(x; y) such that for each k 2 ! we can nd pa-
rameter sets Ai = faij : j 2 !g (i < k) dening k independent partitions.
More precisely, for this theory, we have Dinp(x = x; '(x; y))  ! for any ', and
Dinp(x = x; '(x; y)) = ! for some '. So it is natural to ask whether there is a
simple nonlow theory T such that Dinp(x = x; '(x; y)) < ! for any '. We prove
that there is no such theory.
Proposition 36. Suppose that T does not have TP1. (Namely, T does not have
k-TP1 for any k. Simple theories satisfy this condition.) Then the following two
conditions are equivalent:
1. Dinp(x = x; '(x; y)) < !,
2. D(x = x; '(x; y)) < !.
Proof. It is easy to check that Dinp(x = x; '(x)) > k implies D(x = x; '(x)) >
k. So, it is sucient to show the implication (1 ! 2). Choose k 2 ! with
Dinp(x = x; '(x; y)) = k. By way of contradiction, we assume that D(x =
x; '(x; y))  !. Fix m 2 !. By D(x = x; '(x; y))  !, there is a set A =
fa :  2 !2mg witnessing D(x = x; '(x; y))  2m. We can assume that A is a
weakly indiscernible tree. Then, A satises the following:
(a) f'(x; aji) : i  2mg is consistent for any  2 !2m;
(b) f'(x; abi) : i 2 !g is klh()-inconsistent for any ;
(c) For any X s Y and  (z), j=  (aX) if and only if j=  (aY ).
For l < m and  2 !l, we dene
 = h(0); 0; (1); 0; :::; (l   1); 0i 2 !<2m:
Let X = f0; :::; k 1g  !<m be a 2-<ini-incomparable set with jXj = k and
let X = f(0); :::; (k 1)g.
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Claim A. f'(x; a) :  2 Xg is inconsistent.
Suppose this is not the case. Let (i)
 
 be the immediate predecessor of
(i). For  2 !k, let
Y = f(i)  bh(i)i : i < kg:
By 2-incomparability of X, no distinct elements in X have the same parent.
Therefore, X s Y for all  2 !k. Then, by the weak indiscernibility (the
condition (c) above), the following   is also consistent, for each sequence  =
hm0; :::;mk 1i of length k.
  = f'(x; a(0)  bhm0i); :::; '(x; a(k 1)  bhmk 1i)g:
On the other hand, by the condition (b), for each l = 0; 1; :::; k   1, the set
f'(x; a(i)  bhni) : n 2 !g
is inconsistent (klen((i))-inconsistent). This yields Dinp(x = x; '(x; z))  k+1,
a contradiction. (End of Proof of Claim)
By claim A, the set f'(x; a) :  2 !mg witnesses the k-TP1 of height m.
Since m was chosen arbitrarily, by compactness, we have a tree witnessing the
k-TP1, contradicting the assumption on T .
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